
Travels Through Dali 
With a Leg of Ham

Growing up in Dali, the sweet, nutty aroma of sizzling ham al-
ways signaled a good meal for WildChina Founder Mei Zhang. 
Embark on the trip behind her book Travels Through Dali With 
a Leg of Ham, and travel to her hometown in search of her 
favorite childhood meals. Veer off the highway into forgotten 
villages, step into the kitchens of Dali’s culinary artists, watch 
traditions thrive as they have done for generations, and savor 
the taste of that famous salt-cured ham.

Day 3: Shundang Village

Explore the Qing-era fortifications of Shundang, another of  
the eight famed salt villages 

Day 4: Shaxi

Step into the home of Mrs. Shi Fumei, a local cheesemaker 
| Watch as Mrs. Shi makes cheese over a wood-fired stove 
| Learn how to stitch cloth shoes | Shibaoshan Grottoes |  
Stone Dragon Village

Day 5: Dali & Weishan

Bai three-course tea ceremony | Dali Old Town | Xizhou | 
Make Xizhou baba, a local snack | Visit Mr. Yang, a wool-felt 
painting master  

Day 6: Dali

Weishan | Meet Madame Chen, veritable empress of the 
region’s most famous pickle ‘empire’ | Watch vegetable 
preparation for pickling | Lunch on South Street | Cross-
culinary experience at Gil’s Casa Bai

Day 7: Dali

Sunrise over Erhai Lake | Dali’s interwoven streets

Trip length: 

7 days
Group size: 

≤ 12 
Best for: Food, Culture, History
Price from: USD $3,550 / person

ABOUT THIS TRIP

www.wildchina.com    |    info@wildchina.com
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春
Spring

WHAT WE LOVE

• Visiting Mr. Yang’s farm and seeing ham in its different stages of 
curing

• Discovering how Dali boasts its own unique cheese culture, a 
remnant of earlier Mongolian influence

• Taking part in a traditional Bai three-course tea ceremony

Sunday 15 – Saturday 21, March 2020

ITINERARY

Day 1: Yunlong

Explore Yunlong, known to have perfected the art of ham 
curing | Spend the evening with Mr. Zhang Jiahong, the 
perfect fixer for your ham and salt quest

Day 2: Master’s Well Village

Visit Mr. Yang Zhiguang, a local salt maker | Learn how salt 
is extracted and crystallized | Taste the market-ready salt, 
known as tu yan | Mr. Yang Xuegong’s farm | Learn the 
stages of ham curing

DEPARTURES
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